
 

Next Rehearsal: Monday June 1, 6:00 PM 

We’ve done almost everything. We have now 
looked at all or part of all the songs which 
include the whole company. There are a few 
others which only include the 10 leads or a 
smaller group; we'll work on those in the 
upcoming rehearsals. 

We will also work on finishing the songs that 
we’ve left sort of hanging – like the rest of 
Circulation.  And we will work on the 
transitions between songs this week. 

Interjections came together really well. I can’t 
believe how good Conjunction Junction and 
Interplant Janet look.  And I think you 
impressed Cathi Rhodes when she stopped by 
for a visit on Thursday. 

Here’s our directors putting their heads 
together over a new cast member (or should 
he be stage crew?). 
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Reminder: Shirts are $13, due today. I still 
need to hear from: Shannon, Rachel B, and 
Hannah. You have done an excellent job of 
getting the orders turned in! 

Don’t forget to return the ad forms. The 
deadline for advertisements is June 9. The 
Valley Players really appreciate the ads. 

SSHHRRLLJJRR..   NNEEWWSSLLEETTTTEERR  

Khaki Schmhaki / Purple’s Back! 
It has already been sufficiently demonstrated 
that I don’t know what khaki is.  A quick 
google images search proved that.  But I did 
find out that there are many shades of khaki.  
The dictionary calls it a “yellowish brown 
color.” 

At any rate, that’s what your pants should 
be. Khaki. Or tan (but not too light).  And 
you can wear pants, capris, shorts, or skorts. 

Remember – light soft shoes.  Ankle socks 
would be best.  No brightly striped knee 
socks. 

If you’re not sure, feel free to bring in any-
thing anytime for your directors to look at 
and approve. 

Good news for the purples!  We decided 
to use purple shirts after all. We may have to 
make some adjustments, but the purples 
really will be purple! 

I’m still looking for stage crew / stage 
parents.  I have one willing volunteer 
already.  Note – if you’re a stage parent, you 
will have the opportunity to pick one show to 
sit in the audience and just watch. 

Dance like no one is 
watching! 
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